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WHO AM I? 

“All work and No play makes Jack a dull boy.” 

That is it. That is my manifesto…lol. I mean, what did you 

expect really? I am an aspiring Sports and Entertainment 

Secretary, here to bring good vibes to all university students. 

Just a short bio: I am Munyaradzi Chinorumba. An ambitious, 

Medical laboratory science student who is very open 

minded and enthusiastic. 



WHY I AM THE IDEAL CANDIDATE FOR THIS POST 

I seek to improve everyone’s social life at AU by providing you with an around the 

clock entertainment. I aim to be a different kind of leader, one that is open to ideas 

that you as the student body want promoted at AU. I aim to deliver as promised and 

not merely bring you false hope. I believe that just as  every student is different, our 

definition of entertainment would also be different therefore I plan on having a broad 

range of activities as a means of  catering to every student within the student body. 

Apart from using your suggestions to make AU a better place in terms of sport and 

entertainment, I will incorporate my ideas as well because together we can rectify 

and improve on certain areas that students have been missing out on. Below are 

some of the things I aim on implementing when you as the student body vote for me: 

 



• I believe that AU is the nest of talented individuals, some of which are extremely 
confident and passionate about acting and singing. So what better way to 
showcase their talent than at our very own talent shows, before an audience 
where there will be prizes up for grabs. I am also going to host movie nights 
regularly as well as supply popcorn to Acacians once in a while in order to create 
the ultimate movie house experience. Movie suggestions will be posted before the 
viewing weekend so that  played the students may vote for the movie that they 
would like to view. Your voice as the student body matters THE MOST. The drama 
and musicals will promote cultural diversity. We will get to enjoy the different music 
and dramatic acts that each country representative has to offer at our prestigious 
culture night.  

DRAMA, MUSICALS AND MOVIE NIGHTS 

• Being on campus with a lot of lectures, assignments etc. can be exhausting. I am 
going to take this opportunity of the dwindling corona effect to introduce once in a 
while weekend getaway trips to different interesting areas (within Mutare, Nyanga 
and Vumba) that you as the student body would have decided on. This way many 
can get to go to places they have never been before and create long-lasting 
memories and as well as interact with individuals that they were never close to. 
These trips will be inclusive to all . We are Acacians, we are a family and I believe 
everyone should enjoy the benefits of everything the school has to offer. 

REFRESHING WEEKEND GETAWAY  DAY TRIPS 



. 
• I know many have been longing for this type of event. The limiting factor is 

the lack of life guards at AU, I’ll fight for more than 2 life guards to be 
employed in order to allow this event to be permitted. My team and I are also 
going to work for our life guard certificates in order to accelerate the 
promotion of this event. What better way for such an event to be run and 
supervised than by a fellow student. 

POOL PARTIES 

• Imagine an event within the premises with a local Artist e.g. Nutty O that  the 
student body desires. Imagine the hype and vibes without fear of your 
belongings being stolen or anyone facing any form of harassment from 
unknown individuals. This is a plan within the pipeline, a plan I shall succesfully 
execute.  

ONE TIME 
MEGA EVENT 



• Our AU sports teams that participated performed exceptionally well but I 
believe we could have done better with some professional coaching. There is 
so much talent within our teams  that just needs coaching to get the most out 
of these teams resulting in us bringing more trophies home and putting our 
school on the market. The university needs sports coaches which is why I’m 
going to do everything within my power to ensure that this vision becomes a 
reality. 

SPORTS COACHES 

• The sports teams lacks uniformity as we do not have full sports kit nor do we 
have school tracksuit. I believe some or most of the teams had to pay for their 
team kits for the ZUSA Games which is not standard for an internationally 
recognised university. I plan to influence the university to realise this lacking 
point and persuade them to provide sporting equipment for the teams because 
a uniform brings a sense of belonging in a team and it also displays 
professionalism. 

SPORTS EQUIPMENT 



VOTE FOR A MAN 
WITH A VISION, A 

MAN WHO IS GOING 
MAKE A CHANGE 

A MAN WHO WILL LISTEN 
TO WHAT YOU AS THE 
STUDENT BODY WANT. 

VOTE FOR ME 

VOTE FOR MUNYARADZI 
CHINORUMBA  

                         #NAH ENJOYMENT 


